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ABSTRACT: Yellow band disease (YBD) is a common and wide-spread Caribbean syndrome that
affects the genus Orbicella, a group of species that constitute the framework of Caribbean coral
reefs. Previous studies have shown that the structure and function of bacterial assemblages vary
between healthy tissues and YBD lesions; however, how the molecular composition of tissues
varies as tissues transition from healthy to YBD has not been determined before. The present
study provides the first survey of macromolecules found from healthy (H), apparently healthy
(AH), transition (TR) and YBD tissues of Orbicella faveolata. For this, we used Fourier-transformed
mid-infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to compare absorption profiles as a proxy for the gross molecular
composition of decalcified H, AH and YBD tissues. We found a significantly higher level of
infrared absorption for bands assigned to lipids in H tissues compared to YBD tissues, suggesting
that lipid compounds are more abundant in compromised tissues in relation to other macromolecules. We also found a lower level of intensity of bands assigned to carbohydrates and proteins in
YBD tissues, compared to H and AH tissues. A similar pattern was observed for phospholipidic
compounds in relation to fatty acids. This study is the first to show that healthy and YBD-compromised tissues have different infrared absorption profiles, suggesting that alterations in the biochemical composition occur during pathogenesis. Future studies should focus on determining the
actual concentration of these compounds in H, AH, TR and YBD tissues and on testing the role of
translocation of photoassimilates from H tissues and/or from endolithic algae to YBD tissues.
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The Caribbean region is considered a ‘hot spot’
of coral diseases (Green & Bruckner 2000, Weil
2004) due to the rapid emergence and high virulence of coral reef diseases/syndromes, their widespread geographic distribution, wide host ranges
and frequent epizootic events with significant coral
mortalities (Sutherland et al. 2004, Weil et al.
2006). Coral diseases or syndromes, along with

other unidentified health problems, seem to be
challenging coral reef resilience in the Caribbean
in different ways (Weil 2004, Weil et al. 2006).
Coral diseases compromise the reproductive output
of individual colonies (Weil et al. 2009), decrease
population numbers of highly susceptible coral
species (Bruckner & Bruckner 2006) and reduce
coral cover, rendering changes in community
structure (Weil 2004) and probably in ecosystem
function.
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Among the diseases described from the Caribbean
(Green & Bruckner 2000), yellow band (YBD) is
arguably the one with the largest detrimental and
longest lasting effects for coral reef health in the
region (Cróquer et al. 2012). This syndrome tends
to be persistent (Bruckner & Bruckner 2006), and it
affects all species in the genera Orbicella and Montastraea e.g. O. annularis, O. faveolata, O. franksi and
M. cavernosa), which are the dominant reef-building
corals in the region (for specific examples, see Cortés
2003). Furthermore, YBD compromises the fecundity
of M. faveolata (Weil et al. 2009), produces significant mortality on larger colonies and has contributed
to an overall reduction of live coral cover (Bruckner &
Bruckner 2006) over the past decades. Combined,
these impacts significantly affect the population size
of Orbicella species, and therefore, it has been hypothesized that YBD alone might reduce reef complexity throughout the Caribbean (Bruckner & Bruckner
2006). While other Caribbean diseases such as white
plague, white band, white pox and patchy necrosis
may reduce coral cover rapidly, infected hosts often
survive from these infections as they show a seasonal
pattern that allows lesions to heal. In contrast, YBD
progresses at lower rates, but corals seldom recover
from infections, hampering the actual chance of survival of infected hosts.
The etiology of YBD has been linked to 4 different
strains of Vibrio (FGL2A, YBFL3, YB36 and YBM2;
Cervino et al. 2004). In addition, recent studies have
shown that the transition from healthy to YBD states
is characterized by a significant increase in bacterial
diversity, particularly Vibrios, and phase shifts in the
structure and function of these bacterial assemblages
associated with Orbicella faveolata (Kimes et al.
2010, Cróquer et al. 2012). YBD has also been shown
to affect the immune responses of this species by
increasing the activity of small lysozyme-like proteins that are commonly grouped with antibacterial
peptides, due to their small size and ability to hydrolyze the β-1, 4 glycosidic bond of peptidoglycans in
bacterial cell walls (Bachali et al. 2002). Despite YBD
representing a major concern to Caribbean coral
reefs, the mechanisms implicated in coral tissue mortality still remain in debate and poorly understood
(Cróquer et al. 2012), and no comparisons of structural and chemical features of healthy and YBD tissues have ever been made.
According to the coral holobiont hypothesis (Rowan
1998), corals provide a suitable habitat not only for
bacterial associates but also for a wide range of microorganisms such as symbiotic algae, viruses and fungi
that interact with each other, with the host and with

the surrounding environment (Ritchie & Smith 2004,
Wegley et al. 2004, Sweet et al. 2011a,b). These microbial associates are spatially structured, with different assemblages thriving in the surface mucus layer
(SML), the tissue and the coral skeleton (Sweet et al.
2011b). Each of these habitats provide numerous carbon sources for different microbial guilds that play an
important role in nutrient cycling and/or the biogeochemistry of corals (Ferrier-Pagès et al. 1998, 2000,
Lesser et al. 2007, Chimetto et al. 2008, Olson et al.
2009, Raina et al. 2009, Kimes et al. 2010). Coral microbial associations are also important for the synthesis and metabolism of a myriad of organic compounds,
such as lipids, carbohydrates, organic acids, glycoproteins and more complex polymers, such as enzymes
and antibiotic-like compounds (Rohwer & Kelley
2004, Kelman et al. 2006, Ritchie 2006, Nissimov et al.
2009, Shnit-Orland & Kushmaro 2009, Kvennefors et
al. 2010), that are essential either for metabolism
(Ritchie & Smith 1995, 2004) and/or for various mechanisms of defense (Gochfeld & Aeby 2008).
The chemical composition of the SML and the coral
tissues are both susceptible to rapid change due to
variations in the contribution of photoassimilates of
zooxanthellae, the metabolism of microbial partners
and/or the coral host (Rowan et al. 1997, Ritchie &
Smith 1995, 2004), for such a physically close assemblage typically shows a high degree of syntropy or
co-metabolism. Because the structure and function of
the coral-associated microbiota shift from healthy to
YBD states (Kimes et al. 2010, Cróquer et al. 2012), it
should not be surprising that the chemical properties
of the SML and the coral tissues change accordingly
with the status of the coral host because the organic
by-products of particular metabolic groups of bacteria are often the organic substrates for another
(Ritchie & Smith 2004).
The present study aimed to compare the gross
chemical composition (i.e. the presence or absence of
large families of biomolecules such as carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins and nucleic acids) of healthy, apparently healthy, transition and YBD tissues in the reef
building coral Orbicella faveolata using Fouriertransformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR; Miller &
Dumas 2006). Macromolecules produce specific banding profiles in the infrared spectra or ‘fingerprints’,
which are good estimates of the bulk molecular composition of biological samples (Ami et al. 2004, Barth
2007). These fingerprints are absorption profiles
characteristic of each functional group that vibrates
at specific bands in the IR spectrum. Fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy has been widely used
to examine numerous types of plant and animal tis-
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sues (Wetzel & LeVine 1999, Ami et al. 2004), providing a direct indication of sample biochemistry (Miller
& Dumas 2006, Barth 2007). In corals, this technique
has been already utilized to describe the bulk
composition of macromolecules associated with
carbonate skeletons (Farre et al. 2010); however,
Fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy has never
been used in the study of coral diseases. Fouriertransformed infrared spectroscopy could be a powerful tool for getting chemical fingerprints of healthy
coral tissues for early detection of coral pathology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample collection and coral decalcification
Samples were collected with hammer and chisel
from independent colonies with similar diameter (1.5
to 2.0 m) that were located at the same depth (10 m)
and separated by at least 5 m to avoid clone mates
(ramets). Tissue samples were collected from 7 healthy colonies (H) with no signs of any disease or other
stress, 4 apparently healthy colonies (AH), collected
from healthy areas of corals with YBD, 4 transition
(TR) areas, collected 2 to 3 cm from 4 colonies with
YBD lesions, and 4 YBD, collected from another independent set of diseased colonies (YBD; Fig. 1). The
samples varied from 3 to 4 cm in diameter. Samples
were stored in 96% ethanol solution and decalcified
in the laboratory with multiple changes of 10%
hydrochloric acid. On completion of decalcification,
all samples were rinsed with deionised water and
dried at 30°C for 24 h before processing.

YBD

TR
AH

Fourier-transformed mid-infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR)
Infrared absorption spectra from 3700 to 550 cm−1
were acquired by a Shimadzu IR Pretige-21 Fouriertransformed infrared spectrometer with a DLATGS
detector coupled to a 6 mm 3-reflection diamond/ZnSe crystal ATR plate MIRacleTM (Pike Technologies)
and a high pressure clamp. The spectrometer settings were as follows: 4.0 cm−1 spectral resolution,
150 scan and using a squared triangular apodisation.
Each decalcified and dried sample was placed directly over the ATR plate, and the pressure clamp
was applied with the manufacturing default settings.
The total area analyzed for each sample varied from
5 to 7 cm2; the analysis of the gross composition of
tissues is therefore on the scale of centimeters for
the corals.
The pretreatment of spectra was carried out following methods outlined by San-Blas et al. (2011). This
included ATR and baseline corrections, scaling between 0 and 1, and the 5-point adjacent averaging
second derivative spectrum calculation using the IR
Solution Software (Shimadzu). In addition, the atmospheric water and CO2 corrections were confirmed
following the procedure reported by Susanne et al.
(2006).

Statistical analysis
Since Fourier-transformed infrared spectroscopy is
not quantitative, direct comparison between samples
is not possible because the infrared signal intensity
for each sample is unique. The best way to avoid this
limitation is to use ratios, for 2 samples will be the
same when the quotients of 2 or more given points
are the same. Thus, we used ratios of IR absorption to
compare samples as we assumed that samples were
similar when their ratios were equal. To identify the
most contrasting variables (i.e. absorption regions), a
principal component analysis was performed using
standardized data by calculating their standard zscores (i.e. the coordinate of each sample projected
over each principal component) as follows:
Zi =

20 cm

Fig. 1. Orbicella faveolata. A colony displaying the classic
signs of yellow band disease, and the position of each of the
samples collected. AH: apparently healthy; TR: transition;
YBD: yellow band disease tissues
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λi − λ
S

(1)

where Zi is the standard score of the sample (i), λi is
the absorbance of second derivate of the sample (i), λ
is the arithmetic mean of values of absorbance of second derivate, and S is the standard deviation of the
mean of the absorbance of the second derivate.
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R Xi+ Xi− =

( )
X i+

( Xi+ + Xi− )

Relative absorption intensity

-C-O, P-O-C, C-C Bending i-p
Nucleic acids
P-O Stretching
Carbohydrates+Nucleic acids
-C-O Stretching
Carbohydrates+Nucleic acids
-CH, -C-C-Bending
Nucleic acids
-CH2 Rocking
Fatty acids
-C-O-H Stretching
Carbohydrates

-C=O Stretching
Lipids
-C=O Stretching and C-N Stretching o-o-p
Proteins Amide I
-N-H Bending and C-N Stretching
Proteins Amide II
-N=H, C-C, C-O Bending i-p
Lipids+Proteins Amide III

-CH2 and -CH3 Symmetric & asymmetric stretching
Lipids

-N-H stretching (amide)
Nucleic acids

-N-H stretching (amide)
Nucleic acids+Protein

The scores for every possible combination of prinRESULTS
cipal components (PCs) were visualized in bivariate
scatter plots until the greatest contrast of samples
Elucidation of the spectra
(H, AH, TR and YBD) was achieved. In the present
study, the most contrasting PCs were PC1/PC2 and
Intense and unique absorption bands were obparticularly the vector PC1. The amount of variance
served in the mid-IR region for each sample type
of each variable explained in a particular PC (i.e.
(Fig. 2). Lipidic compounds absorb in the region
the coefficient or loading of each variable) was also
between 2800 and 3000 cm−1 because of the asymmetric and symmetric C−H stretching vibrations of
calculated to establish the correlation of an original
the methyl (–CH3) (2956 and 2874 cm−1) and methylvariable with a PC. The variables with highest and
+
ene (–CH2) radicals (2922 and 2852 cm−1; Table 1,
positive loadings (Xi ) had particular values in a set
of cases that turned out to be completely different from those of the
variables with lower and negative
loadings (Xi−). Following this idea, 2
groups of variables were selected: (1)
15 with the highest and positive loadings (Xi+) and (2) 15 with lower and
negative loadings (Xi−) for a total
of 30 variables with the greatest
differences.
The 30 most contrasting variable
loadings were sorted from the highest to the lowest and ranked from 1
to 30 according to the highest to
smallest loading, respectively. The
selected variables were then substituted by the values represented in
the second derivative spectral data.
Healthy
A new set of ratios R Xi+Xi− was determined using the highest and the
lowest values (provided from variables previously ranked as 1 and 30
from above) to calculate the first
App. healthy
ratio, the second highest and the
second lowest (variables 2 and 29) to
calculate the second ratio and so on
until the final 15 ratios were calculated for each sample replicate
(Eq. 2).
Transition

(2)

The nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis
test (α = 0.05) was used to contrast the
medians of the 15 ratios (i.e. dependent variables) calculated from the second derivate spectral analysis of each
sample type. All statistical calculations
were carried out using the MVSP software Version 3.11 (Kovach Computing Services).
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Fig. 2. Orbicella faveolata. FITR/ATR elucidation spectra showing the average gross chemical composition for healthy, apparently healthy, transition
and yellow band disease tissues
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Table 1. Orbicella faveolata. FITR/ATR absorption bands of (YBD) yellow
band disease, (TR) transition, (AH) apparently healthy and (H) healthy coral
tissues. Absorption band description according to Wetzel & LeVine (1999),
Miller & Dumas (2006), Farre et al. (2010) and San-Blas et al. (2011)
YBD

TR

AH

H

3270

3270

3263 3266

3079
3915
2849

3077
2915
2847

3079 3060
2915 2917
2847 2849

1733

1733

1731 1731

1636

1634

1634 1628

1515
1463

1515
1461

1534 1515
1464 1449

1220

1220

1220 1220

1175

1173

1175 1160

1077
853
712

1077
853
710

1077 1077
853
710

Macromolecules associated with each band
Amide A, N−H stretching, asymmetric
stretching
Amide B, CH trans stretch vibration
C−H stretching (asymmetric) CH2
C−H stretching (symmetric) CH2
Stretching (symmetric) of CH3 of acyl chains
(lipids)
C−O stretching in saturate esters of
triglycerides
Collagen
Amide I (beta pleated sheet)
Amide II
C−H def of CH2 deformation mainly lipids or
Amide II
Collagen CH2 wagging
Nucleic acid
Amide III
PO asymmetric stretching of PO2
C−O, C−C stretching, C−O−H, C−O−C
deformation of glycogen
Glycogen and collagen C−N stretching
R−CH CH2
Vibrations out of the plane of NH

Fig. 2; Miller & Dumas 2006, Holman et al. 2008). In
addition, the band at 1733 to 1736 cm−1 arises from
ester C−O phosphodiester groups that are present in
the lipid compounds, such as triglycerides (Table 1,
Fig. 2; Wu et al. 2001). The protein spectrum has 2
primary features: (1) the Amide I (1600 to 1700 cm−1)
and (2) the Amide II (1500 to 1560 cm−1) bands, which
arise primarily from the C−O and C−N stretching
vibrations of the peptide and protein backbones,
respectively (Table 1; Ci et al. 1999, Miller & Dumas
2006, Barth 2007). These features are recorded in the
elucidation spectrum of each sample type (Fig. 2).
In addition, the spectra recorded from the 4 types
of coral tissue had prominent absorption peaks between 1350 and 1200 cm−1, which are mainly linked
to the collagen, glycine and proline amino acid sequences (Ami et al. 2004). The bands 1175 and
1160 cm−1 can be assigned to the C−O stretching
modes of the C−OH groups of certain proteins and
C−C, C−O and C−O−C stretching vibration of carbohydrates such as glycogen (Table 1, Fig. 2). The
peaks near 1077 and 1220 cm−1 are both related to
collagen and the symmetric and asymmetric phosphate (PO22+) stretching modes (sPO22+ and asPO22+),
respectively. These compounds are not only found in
nucleic acids but are also contributors to the asym-
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metric C−O−C stretching vibration in
aliphatic esters and various oligo- and
polysaccharides (Neugebauer et al.
2007). The band around 990 cm−1 was
assigned to a stretching vibration
band of the α,α-1,1 linkage characteristic of trehalose (Sakurai et al. 2008),
which is an important disaccharide
found in many organisms. The band
recorded at 960 cm−1 was assigned to
C−O stretching of the phosphodiester
and the ribose C−O deoxyribose,
C−C.
The region around 933 cm−1 was
assigned to wagging vibration of N−H,
characteristic of pigments like carotenoids and anthraquinones (Table 1,
Fig. 2; Neugebauer et al. 2007). The
spectral region below 900 cm−1 contains only very poorly resolved spectral features, so an assignment is hard
to achieve; however, it is possible to
recognize CH2 rocking modes of
fatty-acid side chains and the stretching vibration of C−O and C−C bonds
of the deoxyribose around 914 cm−1
(Neugebauer et al. 2007).

Comparison of FITR spectra among samples
The chemometric analysis of infrared absorption
spectra revealed differences among spectrum profiles, which indicate that the chemical makeup of
coral tissues is altered between healthy and YBD
states (Fig. 3), suggesting that alterations in the biochemical composition of tissues occur during pathogenesis. The most important variations were recorded at 740, 960, 1180, 1460 and 2852 cm−1; all these
regions related to chemical bonds of lipids, fatty
acids, carbohydrates, proteins or nucleic acids, as described before (Fig. 2). Ratios 693/(693 + 1465 cm−1)
and 695/(695 + 1463 cm−1) significantly decreased
(Kruskal-Wallis = 20.1, df = 3, p < 0.05) from healthy
to YBD tissues, further indicating an increase in the
proportion of lipids in relation to carbohydrates and/
or a decrease in carbohydrates relative to lipids in
YBD, TR and AH tissues compared to healthy corals
(Table 2, Fig. 3A,B). A similar trend was recorded for
the carbohydrate threalose (Table 2, Fig. 3C). The
results also indicate a significant increase (KruskalWallis = 15.8, df = 3, p < 0.05) in the ratio 742/(740 +
1183), which indicate that proteins such as collagen
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1.0

Carb (695) /
Carb (695)+ Lipids (1463)

A

Carb (693) /
Carb (693) +Lipids (1465)

B

D

Fatty acids (742) / Fatty acids (742) +
Collagen (1183)

E

Fatty acids (751) /
Fatty acids (751) + Phosp (956)

G

Fatty acids (744) /
Fatty acids (744) + Phosp (960)

H

Phosp (904) /
Phosp (904) +Fatty acids (715)

C

Trehalose (990) /
Trehalose (990) + Lipids (2852)

F

Fatty acids (900) /
Fatty acids (900) + Phosp (954)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Ratios

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

1.0
0.8

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
AH1
AH2
AH3
AH4
TR1
TR2
TR3
TR4
YBD1
YBD2
YBD3
YBD4

0.0

Type of tissue

0.6
0.4

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
AH1
AH2
AH3
AH4
TR1
TR2
TR3
TR4
YBD1
YBD2
YBD3
YBD4

0.0

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
AH1
AH2
AH3
AH4
TR1
TR2
TR3
TR4
YBD1
YBD2
YBD3
YBD4

0.2

Fig. 3. Orbicella faveolata. Changes
in absorption ratios calculated from
the second derivate infrared spectrum for healthy (n = 7), apparently
healthy (n = 4), transition (n = 4) and
YBD (n = 4) tissues

Type of tissue

Table 2. Orbicella faveolata. Mean, standard deviation and p (Kruskal-Wallis test, α = 0.05) of ratios from the second derivate
of the infrared spectrum of (H) healthy, (AH) apparently healthy, (TR) transition and YBD tissues. Different lowercase letters
indicate groups that are significantly different after paired comparisons. *p < 0.05
Ratios

Infrared band
assignment

H
Mean
SD

746/(1737+ 746) Fatty acids/
0.05
(proteins + fatty acids)
747/(747+1467) Carbohydrates/
0.235
693/(693+1465)
(carbohydrates + lipid)
0.504a
695/(695+1463)
0.483a
740/(740+1461) Fatty acids/
0.241
(fatty acids + carbohydrates)
742/(742+1183) Fatty acids/
0.151a
(fatty acids + collagen)
744/(744+ 960) Fatty acids/(fatty acids +
0.219a
749/(749+ 958)
phospholipids)
0.266
751/(751+ 956)
0.190a
900/(900+ 954)
0.171a
902/(900+ 952)
0.213
904/(904+ 715) Phospholipids/(phospho0.623a
lipids + fatty acids)
935/(935+ 2856) Carbohydrates/
0.111
936/(936+ 2854)
(carbohydrates + lipid)
0.072
990/(990+ 2852) Trehalose/(trehalose + lipids) 0.133a

AH
Mean
SD

TR
Mean

SD

YBD
Mean SD

p

0.039

0.081

0.0003 0.077

0.0022

0.061

0.025

0.616

0.199
0.112
0.098
0.037

0.101
0.051b
0.114b
0.215

0.0008
0.0003
0.0011
0.0006

0.0019
0.0022
0.0041
0.0037

0.101
0.086b
0.089b
0.197

0.040
0.081
0.071
0.017

0.812
0.013*
0.011*
0.194

0.110

0.758b 0.0008 0.659b 0.0062

0.721b 0.221

0.011*

0.085
0.103
0.045
0.032
0.021
0.239

0.486b
0.377
0.373b
0.315b
0.873
0.114b

0.482b
0.433
0.657b
0.278b
0.499
0.054b

0.126
0.132
0.216
0.117
0.370
0.023

0.023*
0.062
0.006*
0.037*
0.164
0.008*

0.065
0.032
0.052

0.161 0.0012 0.163 0.0083
0.098 0.0005 0.103 0.0041
0.007b 0.0001 0.003b 0.0011

0.131 0.019
0.085 0.010
0.019b 0.021

0.33
0.186
0.015*

0.0001
0.0026
0.0034
0.0012
0.0001
0.0011

0.127
0.046b
0.068b
0.218

0.471b
0.367
0.405b
0.462b
0.738
0.052b

0.0001
0.0023
0.0054
0.0126
0.0614
0.0009
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H
AH

10.13
8.11
TR4
6.08

TR1
TR3
TR2
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YBD

H6 4.05

Axis 2

H2
H1

H3
H5
H4

2.03

– 8.11 –6.08 –4.05 –2.03
YBD4

YBD3 YBD2
2.03 4.05 6.08 8.11 10.13
YBD1
–2.03
–4.05

H7

H8

AH4 AH3
AH1 AH2

–6.08
–8.11

Axis 1
Fig. 4. Principal component analysis showing score plots calculated from the second derivative FTIR spectra (1400 to
2860 cm−1). H: healthy; AH: apparently healthy; TR: transition; YBD: yellow band disease tissues

decreased from healthy to YBD tissues in relation to
fatty acids absorbing at 742 cm−1 (Table 2, Fig. 3D).
Furthermore, significant changes of the ratios 744/
(742 + 960 cm−1), 751/(751 + 956 cm−1) and 900/(900 +
954 cm−1) indicate a relative decrease in phospholipids as well as an increase in fatty acids in YBD, AH
and TR coral tissues compared to healthy corals
(Table 2, Fig. 3D,E,F). Thus, the analysis of the infrared spectrum indicates that TR and YBD tissues
separate from H ones, and AH tissues are more similar to TR and YBD tissues in terms of their bulk
molecular composition (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we utilized analytic techniques and chemometric methods widely used to
determine the gross molecular composition of plant
and animal tissues to compare healthy, apparently
healthy, transition and YBD tissues in the reef-building coral Orbicella faveolata. The results showed that
each sample type has a different fingerprint infrared
spectrum, which indicates that the gross molecular
composition of coral tissues varied from healthy to
YBD tissues. Major changes occurred in the spectrum of molecules that constitute proteins, carbohydrates and phospholipids in YBD-afflicted corals.
While the concentration of these compounds in each
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of the different types of tissues analyzed remains
unknown, we showed that the shape of infrared
emissions of healthy tissues is different than that of
YBD tissues. We believe that Fourier-transformed
infrared spectroscopy is an excellent tool to get molecular fingerprints of healthy corals and an easy way to
visualize departures from this healthy condition in
terms of the bulk chemical composition of the sample. This technique along with analytic procedures
can be used as a powerful tool of early diagnosis of
healthy corals and also for detecting families of compounds susceptible to change during pathogenesis.
Changes in infrared absorption in the regions
assigned to molecules that constitute carbohydrate
bonds might be explained by a disruption of the
mutualistic association between zooxanthellae and
their coral hosts from healthy to YBD tissues. It is
believed that photosynthetic performance in YBD tissues is compromised as the concentration of photosynthetic pigments, the density of zooxanthellae and
the mitotic index of zooxanthellae are significantly
lower than in normal tissues (Cervino et al. 2001,
2004). Zooxanthellae photosynthesize while residing
inside the corals, continuously transferring to them
up to 95% of their photosynthetic products (Muscatine 1990). These microalgae provide to the corals a
variety of nutritional requirements for tasks such as
maintenance, synthesis of new cells, skeletal matrix
and mucus, deposition of calcium carbonate and the
storage of energy-rich compounds for coral reproduction (Muscatine & Cernichiari 1969, Crossland et
al. 1980a,b, Muscatine et al. 1981, 1984, Kellogg &
Patton 1983, Rinkevich & Loya 1983, 1984, Stimson
1987, Rinkevich 1989). When the coral loses its zooxanthellae, it loses its main energy resource, risking
its essential biological functions (Hoegh-Guldberg
1999, Wilkinson 1999, 2000). Reduced proteins and
lipids (Porter et al. 1989, Michalek-Wagner & Willis
2001), lowered growth rate (Goreau & Macfarlane
1990), lowered calcification and repair capabilities
(Meesters & Bak 1993) and termination of gametogenesis (Szmant & Gassman 1990, Ward 2000, Fine et
al. 2001) have all been reported following reduction
in zooxanthellae densities. We have found evidence
of molecular variations that were principally associated with changes in lipids, fatty acids, carbohydrates and protein signals (Figs. 2 & 3), all of them
directly or indirectly related to photosynthetic
performance.
The observed increase in the absorption of the
infrared band associated with molecules that constitute lipids in YBD tissues could be associated with
the active transport of photosynthates from H and/or
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AH tissues to the lesions. An important consequence
of modularity may be the ability to reprioritize pathways of resource transport among the units of a
colony in response to various stresses caused by
biotic and abiotic factors. In corals, the transport and
translocation of organic compounds to regions of
greater demand is well documented (Pearse & Muscatine 1971, Taylor 1977, Muscatine et al. 1981, Muscatine 1990). During tissue regeneration, intra-colonial transport of 14C-labeled compounds has been
demonstrated for many coral species (Oren et al.
1997, 1998). These studies indicated that the products required for lesion recovery are supplied not
only by polyps directly bordering the injured area
but also by polyps located farther away (up to 10 cm
from the injured area) and that the extent of this
translocation is regulated by the size and shape of
the injury. The results of the present study appear to
suggest that translocation of energy-rich compounds
such as lipids might occur to heal YBD tissues,
whereas the decrease of carbohydrates and proteins
in YBD and TR tissues could be the result of reduced
photosynthesis in YBD tissues and/ or the rapid
depletion of these compounds associated with repairing processes.
The translocation of photosynthates occurs not
only from coral tissues but also from endolithic
algae that associate with coral skeletons. This is
particularly important in bleached corals, as transparent tissues allow more light to reach the coral
skeleton, enhancing endolithic algal growth (Fine et
al. 2004). Fine & Loya (2002) argued that this alternative source of energy may be vital for the survivorship of bleached corals, allowing gradual recruitment of zooxanthellae and subsequent recovery
during the following winter. Lesions of YBD are
similar to pale and/or bleached corals; therefore,
endolithic algae might play an important role in
transferring photoassimilates to YBD lesions and
might explain why the mortality associated with
YBD tissues is slow (i.e. cm mo−1; Bruckner & Bruckner 2006) compared to other diseases such as white
plague (i.e. cm d−1; Weil 2004).
The translocation of photoassimilates in fact occurs
in diseased corals. Recently, Roff et al. (2006) investigated the production and translocation of photoassimilates towards white syndrome lesions (WSLs)
and artificially inflicted lesions in healthy and diseased colonies of tabular Acropora spp. They found
that photoassimilates were preferentially orientated
away from active WSLs, with minimal translocation
observed in the lesion borders, whilst artificial lesions had an active translocation of photoassimilates

for tissue regeneration. They also reported that transport of photoassimilates in healthy coral colonies was
preferentially oriented toward artificial lesions with a
higher perimeter−area ratio, although translocation
towards WSL boundaries was minimal even though
the lesion perimeter was often the width of the colony
(> 200 cm).
YBD is known to affect Orbicella faveolata in various ways: (1) altering the structural integrity of coral
tissues and their zooxanthellae (Cervino et al. 2001,
2004), (2) affecting antimicrobial and lysozyme-like
activities of the coral host (Mydlarz et al. 2009),
(3) reducing the fecundity of coral polyps located
within YBD lesions and the interface between
apparently healthy and diseased tissues (Weil et al.
2009) and (4) producing structural (Cróquer et al.
2012) and functional (Kimes et al. 2010) phase shifts
in the microbial communities associated with
healthy corals. The latter is particularly important
because bacterial assemblages associated with
corals are capable of using different carbon sources,
photosynthates and organic and inorganic compounds present in the polysaccharide mucus layer
of corals and the coral tissues (Ritchie & Smith
2004). Phase shifts in bacterial communities may,
therefore, change the chemical composition of both
the coral mucus and the coral tissues. Thus, it
should not be surprising that all these pathological
changes are accompanied by significant alteration
of the gross chemical composition of coral tissues
affected by YBD.
In conclusion, Fourier-transformed mid-infrared
spectroscopy revealed significant differences in the
chemical composition between healthy and YBD
tissues. The mechanisms that explain this pattern
remain uncertain; thus, future studies should focus
on testing the role of translocation of photoassimilates from H tissues and/or from endolithic algae to
YBD tissues and identifying the importance of functional and structural microbial shifts in determining
these changes. The present study opens a promising
field of research that must be complemented with
analytic methods aimed to determine the actual concentration of chemical compounds such as lipids, carbohydrates and proteins that might be susceptible to
change during pathogenesis.
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